
systems to determine the “real cost” of
machined or fabricated parts they pur-
chase from suppliers. The prices OEMs
pay for these parts are often “market
prices,” or the prices the market bears at
that given point in time, regardless of

the actual, or real, cost of making the
parts. However, after receiving accurate
costing data through a CACE system,
purchasing agents are able to set realis-
tic target prices for formulating and
sending out RFQs (requests for quotes)

to their suppliers. The result
is a more efficient and cost-
effective RFQ process and,
ultimately, lower part costs.

For example, a Midwestern
heavy-equipment manufac-
turer used a CACE system to
calculate the real cost of a
custom chassis part it out-
sources. The system came up
with a real cost of $12 for the
part; the manufacturer had
been paying $20. The OEM’s
purchasing manager first re-
viewed the CACE system’s
information with his current
supplier, then sent out an
RFQ to several other suppli-
ers, using the $12 figure as his
target price. The result was an
$8.25 per-part cost savings
(one supplier came in under
the target price), equating to a
$66,000 annual cost savings
on that one part alone.

When “real costing” parts
and negotiating lower per-
part prices, it is important to
check on the capabilities and
track record of unfamiliar

omputer-aided cost-estimating
software has become more
powerful and versatile in the
past decade, allowing it to be

used in a variety of extremely innovative
ways. New features and uses are signif-
icantly boosting cost-esti-
mating accuracy and increas-
ing profits at both contract
manufacturers and original
equipment manufacturers
that make some parts in-
house and purchase others.  

As significantly, CACE is
employed at some compa-
nies to help cut waste, in-
crease efficiency and boost
profits beyond the cost-esti-
mating department, in areas
such as job scheduling, shop-
floor management, quality
control and product design.

The most recent CACE
developments are those that
support purchasing and cost
management. In fact, many
manufacturers are using
their CACE systems to im-
prove efficiency in ways that
support the companywide
implementation of lean man-
ufacturing methods.

The Real Cost Concept  
One of the hottest trends

in CACE is OEMs using the
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Shop-rate calculators that are incorporated in some CACE

software allow users to determine shop rates, including labor

costs, associated with the quote of a specific part’s produc-

tion. As shown, some systems have default averages for shop

costs such as insurance and utilities to better pin down the

shop rate.

CACE
CACE software can help 
optimize an OEM’s or supplier’s 
business in numerous ways. Study
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subcontractors. A CACE system will
give you a reasonable price for manu-
facturing, but it cannot assure the deliv-
ery of quality parts. The OEM cited was
reasonably assured of receiving a qual-
ity product, because it previously had
worked with the lower-bidding subcon-
tractor.

Contract manufacturers can use
CACE systems to their advantage
when negotiating with their customers.

By having detailed cost-estimating re-
ports, they can justify quoted prices,
thereby holding, or even increasing,
profit margins.

Wayne Carroll, owner of Carroll Ma-
chine Works, Pasadena, Texas, does the
estimating for his precision machine
shop, which serves a variety of large
manufacturers in sectors such as aero-
space, petrochemical and oil field. He
said having a CACE estimate in hand

and knowing a part’s real cost helps
him to “resist the temptation” to over-
aggressively rebid a job for a customer
that doesn’t like his first quote, trying
to cut corners and lower his price. “I
know what my manufacturing costs
will be, so it’s much easier to say ‘no
thanks,’” Carroll said. He added that
using CACE has virtually eliminated
getting involved in “loser” jobs.

In an interesting twist to the real-cost

C ACE was introduced a little more
than 20 years ago, when PCs were

relatively new to manufacturing. As PCs
and software became more powerful
and sophisticated, CACE system capa-
bilities dramatically advanced. It is im-
portant to note, however, that the fea-
tures and benefits of CACE are not uni-
versal: they vary, depending on the
system.

All systems may be used to play
“what if;” that is, they will estimate
different manufacturing scenarios,
helping users to determine how differ-
ent tooling or materials would impact
the time and cost involved in making
a part. Working with a proven CACE sys-
tem, the user is reasonably assured of
avoiding the inaccuracies and nasty
cost overruns that can occur when a
job is manually estimated.

The most basic CACE systems are
spreadsheet programs that do not have
informational databases and require
the user to plug in machining and labor
data. The most comprehensive systems
have databases that are flexible, so
they can be tailored to incorporate a
company’s labor rates, machine times
and costs of purchased parts.

Some CACE programs produce de-
tailed manufacturing routings and
process plans as the estimate is cre-
ated. These reports may be reviewed by
managers and machinists for schedul-
ing and setup.

In more advanced CACE systems,
data on machine and labor times can
be electronically transferred to sepa-
rate scheduling and enterprise systems,
speeding the planning process, im-

proving planning accuracy and in-
creasing profit.

The basic requirements to run a CACE
system vary, so check with vendors for
their specifications. The more ad-
vanced and flexible PC-based CACE sys-
tems require, at a minimum, an Intel
Pentium II 266-MHz processor with at
least a 64-MB RAM memory and Mi-
crosoft Windows Me/98 or Windows
XP/2000. Additional hardware includes
components common in the fields of
manufacturing and engineering, such
as a VGA or SVGA video adapter, a color
monitor set to 800✕ 600 resolution, a
CD-ROM drive and a hard-disk drive.
The more comprehensive CACE systems
require a minimum of about 300 MB of
RAM be available on the hard drive be-
fore installation. A mouse and color
printer are basic system components
to produce reports.

The most comprehensive and flexi-
ble of the systems tend to be pricey.
However, someone shopping for a qual-
ity CACE system is advised to carefully
review the features and benefits of var-
ious systems. Compare the capabilities
and specs of the different systems to
each other to see which offers the
most. Check to see if these match your
own existing needs as well as any
planned manufacturing and organiza-
tional expansions and changes. Ask the
makers of systems for references from
companies similar to your own.

Different CACE systems and tech-
nologies have evolved, offering users
varied approaches to cost estimating.
Some systems provide several estimat-
ing options in a single package. The

most comprehensive approach is oper-
ation-by-operation estimating, in
which the user accounts for the time
and cost of every step in every manu-
facturing operation—from setup to
outside services to packing and ship-
ping. This method, which offers the
highest possible level of detail, enables
users to complete complex operation-
by-operation estimates in a fraction of
the time that manual estimates take.

The feature-based estimating option
produces estimates as quickly as the
user can point and click on a part’s
various features and enter variables
such as length of cut, diameter and
quantity. The estimator uses the com-
pany’s historical cost data to set up
the costs of manufacturing parts fea-
tures. Once this feature-based data is
established, the CACE program per-
forms parametric calculations of man-
ufacturing time and cost with remark-
able speed and consistency, in a 
fraction of the time required for oper-
ation-by-operation estimates.

Some companies that have their own
manufacturing facilities and also pur-
chase parts, such as large aerospace
and automotive manufacturers, use a
CACE system for “make-or-buy” deci-
sions, determining whether it is more
cost-effective to subcontract a job or
make the parts in-house.

Another in-house CACE application
is the evaluation of long-standing pro-
duction processes. This application,
which can pinpoint ways to improve
efficiency and cut through-put time,
can significantly boost profits.

—T. Charkiewicz

A CACE primer



links could dramatically increase a
company’s overall efficiency. The links
for front-ending that are fastest and eas-
iest to implement are the ones between
two ODBC-capable systems.

Check with the sales or technical sup-
port department of your ERP or MRP
vendor to find out which CACE systems
are candidates for such a linkage and
what is required to connect your man-
agement system to a CACE system.

Meanwhile, although a CACE sys-
tem is not a design technology, per se,
it has been utilized in the first stages of
designing parts. By playing “what if?,”
an estimator can quickly compare the
machining and labor costs for different
design options and determine the most

cost-effective option. The cost estima-
tors at some subcontractors even use
CACE systems to work with their cus-
tomers on designs to bring down man-
ufacturing costs.

Northeast Manufacturing Inc., Stone-
ham, Mass., had a customer supply a
design for a piece of laser equipment
slated to fly on the NASA space shuttle.
The design dictated an expensive target
price. A Northeast engineer used CACE
to formulate subtle changes to the part
drawing to lower the cost of producing
the part. For example, instead of need-
ing a 1⁄4" endmill to machine certain
facets of the part, Northeast was able to
apply a 3⁄4" endmill.

“These changes increased our cut-

trend, some OEMs that purchase a large
dollar volume of parts are requiring
their suppliers to use the same estimat-
ing system in an effort to create a “stan-
dard estimating language” between the
two, streamlining the buying process.

The most recent advancement in
CACE technology that supports pur-
chasing applications is the shop-rate
calculator. This program is built into
higher-end CACE systems and gives
buyers (OEMs) and sellers (contract
manufacturers) the ability to scientifi-
cally determine shop rates, including
labor and burden, in the U.S. and
throughout the world.

Shop-rate calculators help OEMs lo-
cate the most cost-efficient suppliers
and enable their purchasing depart-
ments to negotiate better pricing. Some
CACE systems take this to a higher
level and allow the end user to almost
instantaneously compare what parts
would cost if they were made in differ-
ent parts of the world.

This data also helps the multiple-lo-
cation contract manufacturer. It might
use this feature to determine which of
its plants would be most time- and
cost-effective to make the part. Some
contract manufacturers even use the
shop-rate calculator to determine the
shop rates of its competitors in an at-
tempt to estimate what they might be
bidding for a job.

Beyond Job Quoting
CACE technology and applications

are advancing at such a rapid pace that
many developments have gone unre-
ported.  In fact, some companies prefer
to keep their new applications under
wraps, to give them a competitive edge.

Using breakthroughs in system inte-
gration, such as open database connec-
tivity (ODBC)—a feature that enables a
native link to client server systems such
as SQL Server and Oracle—the more
advanced CACE systems can export
feeds, speeds, labor standards and other
data to manufacturing resource plan-
ning (MRP or MRPII)  systems, enter-
prise resource planning (ERP) systems
and other scheduling and management
systems. The accurate data generated is
vital in the front end of the planning and
scheduling process. Such electronic

A detailed process plan

of a part’s production,

derived from MTI 

Systems’ Costimator

software. This particular

program allows the 

user to view more than 

one process plan simul-

taneously, so different 

methods of making a

part can be easily 

compared, as can two

or more possible 

suppliers of a part.

The cost estimate of a part’s

production based on the

information generated from

the process plan depicted

above. If multiple process

plans for different methods

or various suppliers were

run by a person, he could

compare costs to help him

make a buying decision.



facturing parts on different work cen-
ters and machines under consideration
for purchase.

CACE and Lean Manufacturing 
Lean manufacturing is a series of

techniques applied companywide for
identifying and eliminating manufac-
turing activities that add no value to a
company’s manufacturing processes
and for increasing manufacturing effi-
ciency and resources. If it helps other
areas (scheduling, planning, design
engineering, etc.) become more effi-
cient, it can add significantly to a com-
pany’s ability to achieve kaizen, the
cross-company improvements and
added efficiencies that are characteris-
tic of lean manufacturing.

An electronic link to scheduling and
management systems will further pro-
mote kaizen. And more advanced
CACE systems could support many of
the important action steps associated
with lean manufacturing. A CACE sys-
tem can support lean efficiency through
its estimating accuracy and consistency.
For example, a CACE system can help
break manufacturing bottlenecks.
CACE not only helps find the fastest,

ting efficiency and significantly re-
duced the machine time,” said Chris
Lobdell, Northeast’s president.

Further, quality-control departments
can use CACE systems for ISO certifi-
cation and recertification. A CACE
system with a flexible database has the 
capability to document and certify
manufacturing processes and produce
traceable documentation for inspec-
tion, as required by ISO guidelines.

A CACE system employed by Will-
Burt Co., an Orrville, Ohio, subcon-
tractor to the heavy-equipment indus-
try, enabled the company’s quality-as-
surance department to create process-
plan procedures that conform to ISO
9000 standards.

“We purchased a CACE system to
assist us in our efforts to gain ISO cer-
tification,” noted Kevin Baldwin, Will-
Burt’s OEM process engineering man-
ager. “Now that we’ve achieved it,
CACE not only is helping us to con-
tinue to meet ISO standards, it’s help-
ing us to generate significant gains in
shop-floor efficiency, productivity and
profitability.”

Also, CACE systems can be used to
accurately estimate the costs of manu-

most efficient manufacturing processes,
it also provides the front-end data
needed for efficient scheduling.

A CACE system can also support
cellular manufacturing by providing
the data needed to accurately schedule
and coordinate the operation of multi-
ple cells, with the potential to vastly
improve their efficiency.

The accurate process plans and rout-
ings produced through CACE, as well
as CACE data transferred to an ERP
system, supports the advanced plan-
ning and the smooth flow of inventory.
This can work to support just-in-time
manufacturing.

Clearly, CACE software can do more
for manufacturers than just help them
quote jobs. And given these competi-
tive times, now might be the time to
think outside the CACE box.
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